The paper presents and validates a straightforward design nmethodology for realising LCC currentoutput resonant converters, with the aim of reducing tank currents, and hence, electrical stresses on resonant components. The schene is ideally suited for inclusion in a rapid iterative design environnment e.g. prt of a Graphical User Interface.
Introduction
Resonant converters are becomning preferred candidates for applications requiring high switching frequencies to facilitate reduced volune/nmass of reactive circuit comnponents. Through the use of zero-voltage switching, and simuple snlubbers, switching losses can be significantly reduced [1] comlapared with hard-switched converter counterparts. Conduction losses, however, can remnain significant, particularly due to high resonant-tank currents, that can occur when operating far above the resonant frequency at full load. Here then, a design procedure is proposed that assunmes the converter is operated about a specified resonant frequency for a given load and gain. The aim is to provide a converter design to reduce tank currents-in general one would use the design procedure and ultinmately operate slightly above resonance, the gain at resonance has therefore to be slightly larger than required. Many of the underlying oquations havc been takcn from previously reported design methodologics-the rcader will be referred to these publications wherever possible, for brevity. The design process utilises the accuracy of Fundamental Mode Approximnation (FMA) at resonance, and the potential for rapid analysis it providos. . It can be shown that [2] i9 LgCp and substituting (14) into (11) and rearranging, provides an expression for Cp:
or, alternatively, substituting (5),(6), (13) Table 2 (b)), which is typical of the accuracy normally obtained when employing standard industrial grade off-the-shelf components. Fig. 4 shows a 3D plot of QL vs. GI and A. 
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From (31), it can be soee that the closer tho resonant tank gain is to 4/;T2, and the less sensitive tho resonant frequency is to load (i.e A large), the sm-ialler the dependence of the resonant tank gain on toad. As the toad varies, the phase shift abovc resonance necessary to maintain the ouLtpuLt votage will renain small, hence, from (I1), the dependence of resonant current to load is much greater. 
